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I. INTRODUCTION
Constitutional struggles are, of necessity, most frequently fought out in
terms of law and legal principles. While this is inevitable, it often obscures
the underlying moral issues, the debate over values that always precedes the
formation of constitutional principles and always infuses the effort to
implement and interpret them.
For example, it is often, though mistakenly, said that we support free
speech because of the First Amendment, when the truth is the reverse: we
support the First Amendment because we believe in free speech. If
opponents of free speech succeeded in repealing the First Amendment, it
would not alter support of free speech by those who believed in it. However,
they would be less able to protect it. The First Amendment was the
invention of those who believed in free speech and thought it required
constitutional protection, enforceable in the courts.
Similarly, the belief in the value of privacy preceded the Fourth
Amendment, the latter having been invented by those who thought that a man's
home was his castle' and that the castle required a constitutional moat to inhibit
1. The founders, sensitive as they were to the notion of natural rights, were not yet so
sensitive as to recognize that a woman's home was her castle as well.
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the state's unwarranted trespasses. Therefore, in evaluating and adapting the
values of the Constitution to modem conditions, we need to place ourselves in
the position of the framers, who found themselves without a Bill of Rights and
endeavored to decide, without reference to a prior constitution, what values
should be protected and what rights needed to be legally enforced through the
Constitution. This is not meant to suggest that constitutional adjudication
requires, in any simplistic way, a preconstitutional exploration of original intent.
Rather, it is to argue that in debating what values a constitution should protect,
we need first to identify and debate those values apart from, and prior to, their
constitutional formulations. It may well be, for example, that certain values like
free speech or privacy can be adequately protected by current, properly inter-
preted provisions of the Constitution. Or it may be that they cannot, and
constitutional amendments to do so should be proposed. But, that is a different
question from what values we want the Constitution to protect and it is the latter
question that takes precedent.3
The unexamined premise of this article is that the values of free speech
and privacy, as commonly understood today, are believed by most
Americans to be worth protecting and that it is our task to find ways of doing
so, either by adapting through reasonable interpretations the Constitution we
have or by amending it to include the protections we desire. At the very
least, this article assumes, arguendo, that the rights of free speech and pri-
vacy that we already have should not be eroded by the unintended effects of
technological developments.
Inevitably, technological advances always change the circumstances under
which basic values exist, sometimes nourishing those values and sometimes
threatening them. Both occur at the same time more often than one would ex-
pect, rendering the debate over such values especially complex, and altering the
paradigms that were previously understood to govern constitutional constraints.
I. THE INVENTION OF THE PRINTING PRESS AND HOW IT AFFECTED THE
LAW OF FREE SPEECH
For example, the invention of the printing press had a revolutionary
impact on the value of free speech in fifteenth century England by both
2. See generally IRA GLASSER, VISIONS OF LIBERTY: THE BILL OF RIGHTS FOR ALL
AMERICANS, (1991) and in particular, Ch. 1, at 21; Ch. 3, at 114-18; and Ch. 4, at 165-66.
3. The reference in this context to "values" the Constitution should protect refers not to all
values, but rather to those that define the proper boundaries between what John Stuart Mill called
"individual sovereignty" and the police power of the state. See generally JOHN STUART MILL, ON
LIBERTY AND OTHER ESSAYS 14 (John Gray ed., 1991).
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nourishing it and threatening it. Indeed, it is fair to say that the threats to
freedom of speech arose out of its nourishment, out of a fear by the British
government that this new technological device, which made speech more
indiscriminately accessible, required legal curbs not previously thought to be
necessary.
4
Thus, in 1456 when the printing press was invented, fewer than 15,000
books existed in all of Europe.5 Books were a rare commodity, as were
people who were able to read them. Access to the printed word was not
widespread. Suddenly, with the invention of the printing press, speech and
opinion could be widely disseminated. Before the invention of the printing
press, speech and opinion had been audible only to listeners in the immediate
vicinity of a speaker or, if in written form, accessible only to a very limited
number of readers. However, after the invention of the printing press, ideas
and opinions could be spread relatively cheaply by anyone with access to a
printing press to anyone who could read. Moreover, the widespread access
to the printed word meant that people had an incentive to learn how to read.
Although the effect of this change was not immediate-just as the
broad effect of radio, television, and the Internet could not be immediate-
the potential of this means of communication was incendiary, and the British
government was not slow to recognize the threat and take steps to put out the
fire of unfettered thought. Thus, if the printing press would ultimately
nourish the development of free speech, it would also, and more
immediately, provoke governmental restrictions.
Relatively swiftly, Parliament enacted laws to control what could be
published. Censorship was imposed through various mechanisms. For
example, printing presses were required to be registered with the government
as if they were dangerous weapons, 6 the number of printers was limited,
books could not be sold without a government license, and broad powers to
search for illegal publications were established.7 In short, a tissue of legal
4. This is similar to the dynamic that in 1996 led Congress to pass, and President
Clinton to sign, the Communications Decency Act of 1996. Communications Decency Act of
1996, Pub. L. No. 104-104, 110 Stat. 133 (codified as amended at 47 U.S.C. § 223 (Supp. II
1997)). This Act consists of legal restraints designed to curb speech on the Internet that
would have been constitutionally impermissible to curb in other forms of media, such as
newspapers, books, magazines, or leaflets. Id.
5. See generally JAMES MORAN, PRINMG PRESSES; HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT FROM
THE FIFrEENTH CENTURY TO MODERN TIMES (1973).
6. An interesting analogy is the current effort by the Clinton administration to construe
strong encryption as a weapon and bring it under the legal constraints of laws restricting the
export of weapons.
7. See MORAN, supra note S.
1999]
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constraints was created so that nothing of consequence could be printed,
unless approved in advance, by either the government or the church.
These laws were harshly enforced by special courts called the High
Commission, which was the supreme ecclesiastical tribunal, and the Star
Chamber, which was the highest royal court. The Star Chamber in particular
came to be used to punish critics of the king, and those who published or
circulated unorthodox literature. Playwrights were heavily fined for plays
that made fun of the church. But fines were the least of the punishments
meted out; other punishments included ruinous and torturous physical
mutilations.
This assault by the government was so massive that those who
championed freedom of the press could hardly imagine resisting the
substantive restrictions of the new laws. Instead, free speech advocates
limited themselves to the goal of abolishing those laws requiring advance
approval of printed matter by the government. Freedom of the press thus
became synonymous, not with the freedom to print what one wanted without
fear of government punishment, but rather with the limited idea that no
advance government approval should be required. The goal of ending prior
restraints was the leading edge of the free speech movement. Eventually,
that goal was reached. In 1695, the English licensing law expired and was
not renewed.8 The system of prior censorship was ended.
This, of course, left the substantive restrictions intact. People could
now go ahead and publish without prior approval, but at considerable risk. It
remained illegal to criticize the crown, the government, and the church and it
was perilous to do so. This was called seditious libel and it was nearly
universally believed to be a category of speech legitimately restricted by
law.9 As late as the end of the seventeenth century, violating these laws was
regarded as treason, and was punishable by death, which was often
gruesomely executed. By the eighteenth century, seditious libel remained
illegal, but was no longer considered treason. Therefore, the punishment for
this crime was reduced. For 150 years after the licensing laws requiring
prior approval were abandoned, people in England were prosecuted,
convicted, and punished for their words. 10 They were free to speak and
publish, but they risked punishment afterward. Virtually everyone accepted
8. See Thomas I. Emerson, Freedom of the Press, in 2 ENCYCLOPEDIA OF THE AMERICAN
CONSTrMTlON 798 (Leonard W. Levy et al. eds., 1986).
9. See id.
10. See David A. Anderson, Seditious Libel, in 4 ENCYCLOPEDIA OF THE AMERICAN
CONSTUTION 1644 (Leonard W. Levy et al. eds., 1986). See also LEONARD A. LEVY,
ORIGINAL INTENT AND THE FRAMERS' CONSTIrrtUTION 197 (MacMillan 1988).
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this as the proper boundary between freedom of speech and government
restraint. In 1769, only a few years before the American Revolution, the
most influential legal scholar of his time, William Blackstone, put it this
way:
The liberty of the press is indeed essential to the nature of a free
state; but this consists in laying no previous restraints upon public
actions, and not in freedom from censure for criminal matter when
published. Every free man has an undoubted right to lay what
sentiments he pleases before the public; to forbid this, is to destroy
the freedom of the press; but if he publishes what is improper,
mischievous or illegal, he must take the consequences of his own
temerity. 11
Blackstone's view continued to reflect the prevailing view of what was
legally proper at the time the First Amendment was drafted in America.
However, the practice of free speech in America at first exceeded the legal
concept of what constituted a free press. The law in early America
prohibited criticism of the government.F2 Seditious libel laws were common
among the thirteen original states.' 3 Yet, as a matter of practice, the press
vigorously criticized public officials, often in terms that resembled modern-
day tabloid talk radio shows.14
Then, in 1798-scarcely seven years after the First Amendment was
ratified-a major event transformed the early Americans' understanding of
what it took to protect the right to criticize the government. This event
undermined the Blackstonian view that had dominated legal thought during
that time. At the time, John Adams was President, and his administration
and its followers seemed intent upon encouraging a war with France and,
perhaps, reestablishing an alliance with England. This was a matter of such
hot dispute that some newspapers of the day were intensely engaged in a
harsh criticism of the Adams Administration, even attributing to it a desire to
11. Thomas I. Emerson, Freedom of the Press, in 2 ENCYCLOPEDiA OF THE AME CAN
CONsrrUTON 798 (Leonard W. Levy et al. eds., MacMillan 1986) (citing William Blackstone,
Commentaries (1769)).
12. See LEONARD W. LEVY, ORIGiNAL IfENT AND THE FRAMERs' CONSTITUTION 195-
228 (1988).
13. See generally LEVY, supra note 12.
14. Id.
1999]
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undo the Constitution and restore a monarchy. 5 The government's effort to
quash this criticism resulted in the first federal sedition act being passed by
Congress. 16 The Sedition Act made it a crime, punishable by both a fine and
prison, to publish "false, scandalous and malicious" criticism of the
government, Congress, or the President, "with intent to defame" them or to
- 17
heap contempt upon them or damage their reputations.
The war with France never came, but the Sedition Act was widely
enforced against American citizens, all of which were Democratic-
Republicans (Thomas Jefferson's party) and political opponents of President
Adams and his followers. Editors, scientists, pamphleteers, and even one
member of Congress were arrested. 8 While all were fined and imprisoned,
some died in jail awaiting trial. Despite the First Amendment, 19 the Sedition
Act was passed by the Senate 18 to 6, and by the House, 44 to 41.20
Democratic-Republicans were shocked by this. They learned for the
first time how insufficient the Blackstonian view was. The Sedition Act,
after all, was a model of civil libertarian principles, as commonly understood
at the time. It punished speech only after publication, imposed no prior
censorship, and even authorized truth as a defense, which was a great
advance. It thus permitted critics of the government to win acquittal of the
charges against them by proving the truth of their criticisms. Only false
criticisms would be punished, which was what even Jefferson said he
21
wanted. What could be wrong with permitting the government to punish
false criticism while leaving truthful criticism immune?
The Sedition Act of 1798 showed Jefferson and his political colleagues
why truth as a defense was a trap, not a safeguard. A government seeking to
suppress criticism could indict anyone it wished to silence, exposing him to
the cost of a trial and the risk of a serious penalty. Moreover, who would
15. For a general history of this turbulent period written from the point of view of the
Adams administration and utilizing verbatim newspaper accounts from that time, see RICHARD
ROSENFELD, AMERICAN AURoRA (1997).
16. Sedition Act of 1798, Ch. 74, 1 Stat. 596 (1798) (expired in 1801).
17. Merrill D. Peterson, Alien and Sedition Acts, in 1 ENCYCLOPEDIA OF THE AMERICAN
CONSTrrtMON 43-44 (Leonard W. Levy et al. eds., 1986). Sedition Act of 1798, Ch. 74, 1 Stat.
596 (1798) (expired in 1801).
18. See Merrill D. Peterson, Alien and Sedition Acts, in 1 ENCYCLOPEDIA OFTHE
AMERICAN CONSTITUTION 43 (Leonard W. Levy et al. eds., 1986).
19. The First Amendment states: "Congress shall make no law... abridging the freedom
of speech, or of the press; or [of] the right of the people... to petition the Government for a
redress of grievances." U.S. CONSr. amend. I.
20. WnijAM O. DOUGLAS, AN ALMANAC OFLIBERTY 12 (1954).
21. LEVY, supra note 12, at 199-200.
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decide what was true and what was false? These were necessarily highly
subjective judgments, vulnerable to precisely the kind of prejudice that led to
the prosecutions in the first place. Judges and juries, who would reflect the
general hysteria as often as they would be likely to curb it, would have the
power to decide what was true and what was not. As the convictions
mounted, it became clear that the power to prosecute speech itself was the
problem. The defense of truth was no defense at all.
A new idea of freedom of expression began to emerge. If the right to
free speech was to be protected against government attempts to suppress
criticism, legal limits on government power would have to extend to
punishment after publication as well as to previewing and censorship before
the material was published. People began to see that a law allowing the
government to impose punishment after publication would have precisely the
same effect as a law allowing the government to censor speech before
publication. James Madison expressed this growing idea pungently: "'It
would seem a mockery to say that no laws shall be passed preventing
publications from being made, but that laws might be passed for punishing
them in case they should be made."'2
That the government should not be able to punish speech after
publication meant that even scurrilous speech, including false accusations
and misrepresentations of fact, would not only be tolerated, but would be
protected by law; a radical departure.2 3  Before this, even advanced
libertarians had assumed that freedom of the press meant only the legal
freedom to publish the truth, whereas falsehoods could and should be
punishable. However, after the experience with the Sedition Act of 1798
people began to realize that if the government had the power to punish false
speech, it would inevitably use that power to silence its critics.
John Thomson expressed this new idea in a book he wrote in 1801
called An Enquiry into the Liberty and Licentiousness of the Press, and the
Uncontrollable Nature of the Human Mind.24  Any laws prohibiting
"licentious" speech, he wrote, would inevitably be used by those who wished
"nobody to enjoy the Liberty of the Press but such as were of their own
opinion." 5 That was what occurred in 1798 when, under the pretext of
protecting America against a foreign menace, the Adams administration used
22. LEVY, supra note 12, at 215.
23. LEVY, supra note 12, at 215-18.
24. JOHN THOMSON, AN ENQUIRY, CONCERNING, THE LIBERTY, AND LIcENTIOusNESs OF
THE PRESS, AND THE UNCONTROLLABLE NATURE OF THE HUMAN MIND (photo. reprint 1970)
(1801).
25. Id.
1999]
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the Sedition Act of 1798 to target its domestic political critics: all ten men
convicted under this Act were Republicans who had criticized the Adams
administration and its policies, and all were pardoned by the next Republican
president, Thomas Jefferson.26
It may have seemed abstractly logical to protect truthful criticism while
allowing the law to punish false or malicious criticism, but in the world of
political power, that was not the way it worked. Often, the very purpose of
criticism was to damage the reputation and undermine the credibility of the
party in power. Permitting the target of criticism to prosecute his critics
would inevitably destroy freedom of expression. In practice, there was no
way to neatly separate truth from error. Political truth was often a matter of
subjective judgment, not scientific determination. How would a jury
evaluate political truths? It was, said John Thomson, rather like letting a
jury decide which was the most tasty food or the most beautiful color, and
then allowing it to punish anyone who had a different view.27 If the
government was given the power to punish false or malicious speech, would
it not naturally use that power to punish any speech it found too critical?
That was exactly what had just happened with the Sedition Act-why should
it ever be any different?
Furthermore, how could the accused prove to his accusers that what he
said was true? The experience with the Sedition Act had shown beyond
doubt that the defense of truth, long thought to be a safeguard, was no
safeguard at all. It could never protect a critic against prosecution, and it
would hardly ever protect him against conviction. Republicans who were
sent to jail by the Adams administration for their malicious speech came to
understand that the only important question was who had the power to
decide the truth of their statements. Since they could not be certain of
always holding political power, they began to believe that the best way to
protect their own freedom of expression was to prohibit any government
from prosecuting any speech.
The Republicans initially developed this theory out of blatant self-
interest. They were a political minority trying to gain political power by first
persuading people of the folly of the party in power, and second persuading
them of their own virtue. When they did this, they were prosecuted for
seditious libel for maliciously criticizing the government. Therefore, they
championed the right to freedom of speech because they needed it to defend
26. Merrill D. Peterson, Alien and Sedition Acts, in 1 ENCYCLOPEDIA OF THE AMERICAN
CONSTrrUTION 43-44 (Leonard W. Levy et al. eds., 1986).
27. See generally THOMSON, supra note 24.
[Vol. 23:625
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themselves. They were not political philosophers so much as practical
politicians, activists hoping to advance their own cause. It is also unlikely
that they would have behaved any more magnanimously toward their
opponents had they themselves been in power. Indeed, when they gained
power a few years later, they did not always respect the free speech rights of
their opponents. Even Jefferson himself, when he became president, urged
that his opponents be prosecuted under state sedition laws.28
I. CHALLENGING THE IDEA OF SEDITIOUS LIBEL
For the first time, as a result of the experience under the Sedition Act of
1798, the concept of seditious libel itself was challenged.29 The truly radical
idea that in a democracy the people must have the same right as the
government to voice any opinion and express any thought without fear of
prosecution was advanced. However harsh, however unjust, however
"false," speech had to be legally protected because the power to prosecute
any opinion was the power to prosecute all opinion. There could be no such
thing as a verbal crime. This new idea advocated nothing less than an
absolute right to freedom of political expression. The line between what
should be legally protected and what could be criminally punished was no
longer to be drawn between categories of speech, such as true or false, but
between speech and overt acts.
Not only was this a radical libertarian idea at the time, it was also a
radical democratic idea. It meant that the government could never tell a
citizen what to think or to say, or punish him for his words. It implied an
equality between citizens and their government: a king might insulate
himself from criticism by his subjects, but in a democracy, the concept of
seditious libel was a contradiction because citizens are not subjects; their
relationship to the government is, or ought to be, a legally egalitarian one.
Unlike in a monarchy, where political power was permanently vested in a
single family, political power in a democracy was fluid. It was intended to
pass from party to party, as the people saw fit. Furthermore, how were the
people to decide, if not by being exposed to the full flow of competing ideas,
opinions, and even to competing views of the facts? If the party in power
was allowed to skew a debate by punishing its critics and controlling which
views became available to the public, could it not then manipulate public
opinion and entrench its own political power?
28. See generally LEVY, supra note 12.
29. Sedition Act of 1798, Ch. 74, 1 Stat. 596 (expired in 1801).
1999]
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Thus, the idea that democracy itself required absolute freedom of
political expression grew. As a practical matter, since this was not possible
without also protecting false and malicious speech, all political speech
would have to be protected from government restriction. Jefferson said that
error could be tolerated, so long as truth was left free to combat it,30 and, he
might have added, so long as government was not permitted to decide which
was which. Therefore, what began as an idea rooted in the narrow self-
interest of the Republican minority grew into a general theory of free
expression that today broadly protects all Americans.
However, this idea did not grow quickly, at least not as enforceable
constitutional law. The Sedition Act of 1798 was never challenged in the
United States Supreme Court because the political turmoil it helped to create
resulted in Thomas Jefferson being elected president, replacing John Adams.
The Sedition Act was repealed and those convicted under it were pardoned
by President Jefferson before any of the cases reached the Supreme Court.
31
As a result, state sedition laws stayed on the books and were mainly used to
prosecute antislavery opinions in the South and labor activists in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Then, in 1917, in the midst of
substantial dissent over the propriety of America's entrance into World War
32I, the first federal sedition law since the Sedition Act of 1798 was passed.
Once again, it became a federal crime to print, speak, write, or publish any
words that heaped contempt or scorn upon the government.33 Over 2,000
prosecutions were brought and more than a thousand convictions obtained,
almost all of them for expressing criticism of the war.34 One man was
sentenced to prison for reading the Declaration of Independence in public;
35
a minister was sentenced to fifteen years for saying that the war was
unchristian. 36  Additionally, a newspaper editor was convicted for
questioning the constitutionality of the draft.37
As late as the early 1920s, more than 130 years after the First
Amendment was ratified and 120 years after Jefferson and his colleagues
30. Speech by Thomas Jefferson (Jun. 13, 1779), in WiIJAM 0. DOUGLAS, AN
ALMANAC OF LIBERTY 362 (1954).
31. Id.
32. See generally WILLIAM 0. DOUGLAS, AN ALMANAC OF LIBERTY 124, 193 (1954).
See also Paul L. Murphy, Espionage Act, in 2 ENCYCLOPEDIA OF THE CONSTITUTION 653
(Leonard W. Levy et al. eds., 1986).
33. See generally DOUGLAS, supra note 32; Murphy, supra note 32.
34. Id.
35. Id.
36. Id.
37. Id.
[Vol. 23:625
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realized what was wrong with the Sedition Act of 1798, the Supreme Court
had still never struck down any such law or overturned any prosecution on
First Amendment grounds. It would take many more years, well into the
1960s, before the First Amendment rights most Americans today take for
granted would finally be enforceable in the courts.
What does all of this have to do with the Internet and with protecting
free speech in cyberspace? First, it is clear that the invention of a radical
new medium, the printing press, though it eventually allowed free speech
and democracy to flourish, at first provoked laws designed to control speech
and which gave the government broad powers to suppress and punish
disfavored speech. Second, once the rules of restriction were set into place
they became reified and legitimate, so that even advocates of free speech
accepted limitations that few Americans, and no current Supreme Court
Justice, would accept today. Third, the impact of these early restrictions
were incredibly enduring, having a substantial impact for centuries, and a
residual impact extending into our own lifetime.
Therefore, it is critically important to the future of free speech on the
Internet that the rules of freedom, not censorship, govern from the outset.
Once established, early rules are likely to determine for many years whether
free speech prevails in what is likely to become the major medium of
American democracy, or whether the new medium instead becomes the
occasion to restore speech restrictions we no longer tolerate in print media.
38
IV. THE INVENTION OF THE TELEPHONE AND How IT AFFECTED THE LAW
OF PRIVACY
The invention of the telephone in the late nineteenth century, and its
intersection with the traditional paradigm of the constitutional law of
38. Although it is beyond the scope of this article to examine the intermediate case of
broadcast media, i.e., radio and television, it is worth pointing out that today Americans live with
greater restrictions on radio and television than are constitutionally permissible in print media
because of the early rules established at the emergence of radio. These early restrictions were
rooted in the notion of the scarcity of broadcast airwaves and the subsequent need to regulate
access to and control of such limited channels of communication. Although cable television and
the likely merging of computer technology and the Internet with television has altered the original
reality of scarcity and may alter it more in the years to come, the laws regulating television and
radio have been slow to shed their original restrictions. Although this is a complex issue not
possible to address fully here, it does illustrate the basic theme of this article, which is that early
rules endure and that the early rules governing speech on the Internet will likely determine the
degree to which Americans enjoy free speech in cyberspace for years to come.
1999]
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privacy, also had, and continues to have, a profound transformational effect
on rights the Fourth Amendment was designed to protect.
It is often, though mistakenly, claimed that no right to privacy can be
found in the Constitution, and it is true that the word "privacy" does not
appear anywhere in the Bill of Rights. But, there can be little doubt that
maintaining privacy was a fundamental concern of early Americans or that
the Fourth Amendment was explicitly designed to protect it.
Before the American Revolution, British soldiers and customs agents
entered homes and offices at will and searched any person or place they
wished. It is doubtless that the victims of those intrusions came to quickly
value the right to privacy, and to believe that liberty could not be sustained
unless the government was prevented from engaging in such intrusions at its
discretion. Indeed, no less a witness to the cause of the trouble between
England and its American colonies than Samuel Adams said that he regarded
the unrest over general searches "as the Commencement of the Controversy,
between Great Britain and America.
3 9
After the Revolution, there was a strong public demand to prohibit
general searches and to establish constitutional protection for "[t]he right of
the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects."'40 The
Fourth Amendment represented a fundamental repudiation of traditional
English law and created a presumptive right to privacy against government
intrusion.41 The right to privacy was protected by creating a legal barrier to
physical intrusion. Security was established by the physical walls of one's
home or place of business and the Fourth Amendment prohibited general
searches of such private premises. What conversations took place there, and
what papers and effects were stored there, would safely remain private
except under the narrow, limited circumstances permitted by the Fourth
Amendment. Privacy would be protected by the Fourth Amendment's
limitation against physical trespass.
The invention of the telephone eroded this premise. Before the
telephone, private conversations could take place only if the participants
were physically contiguous. Additionally, conversations within the four
walls of one's home or place of business were private because the
government had no effective way to listen in. However, the telephone
changed all that. With this invention two people could have a conversation
while each stayed in his own home. The wire through which such
39. LEVY, supra note 12, at 227-28.
40. U.S. CONST. amend. IV.
41. This right was at first applied only against the federal government, a problem that
would require 170 years to fully resolve. See Mapp v. Ohio, 367 U.S. 643 (1961).
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conversations would pass, was initially thought to be opaque and
impenetrable, like an envelope that no one could open. Thus, it was not
believed to be necessary to construct special legal safeguards against
listening in on telephone conversations to parallel those that protected the
privacy of sealed paper letters. It was clear though that no one had
anticipated wiretapping.
The first constitutional issue involving the telephone surfaced during
the days of alcohol prohibition. 42 During the days of alcohol prohibition,
Roy Olmstead, a suspected bootlegger whom the government wished to
search, was the subject of a government wiretapping operation.43 Utilizing
this brand-new technique, the government placed taps in the basement of the
building where his office was located and on wires in the streets near his
home.44 No physical trespass that breached the walls of his office or home
took place; none was necessary.
Olmstead was convicted entirely on the basis of evidence from those
wiretaps. In his appeal to the Supreme Court of the United States, Olmstead
argued inter alia that the taps constituted a search conducted in violation of
the Fourth Amendment, in that no warrant was issued and no probable cause
existed, and so the evidence that had been admitted into evidence against
him should have been excluded.45 In a narrow but fateful 5 to 4 decision, the
Court rejected Olmstead's arguments and upheld the federal government's
power to wiretap without limit, and without any Fourth Amendment
restrictions on the grounds that no actual physical intrusion of the premises
had taken place and that physical intrusion of the premises was what the
Fourth Amendment restricted.
46
Justice Louis D. Brandeis dissented.47  He said that the Fourth
Amendment was designed to protect privacy and that the Fourth
Amendment's restrictions on physical trespass were merely instrumental, not48 g
primary. Brandeis warned against allowing the "progress of science [to
furnish] the Government with means of espionage."49 He said that such
electronic methods would become more sophisticated and ubiquitous and
42. Olmstead v. United States, 277 U.S. 438,442 (1928).
43. Id. at 455-56.
44. Id. at 456-57.
45. See generally id.
46. Id. at 469.
47. Olnstead, 277 U.S. at 471 (Brandeis, J., dissenting).
48. Id. at 474.
49. Id.
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would render Fourth Amendment rights meaningless unless the Court ruled
50that they were not immune from Fourth Amendment restrictions.
Brandeis not only argued that the Fourth Amendment should apply to
wiretapping, he thought that if it did, it must bar wiretapping instead of
merely restricting it.51 He felt that no wiretap warrant could be limited, as
the Fourth Amendment required, to describing particularly the conversations
52to be overheard, seized, and recorded. Wiretaps, he said, indiscriminately
picked up every conversation over the wires that were tapped, not only every
conversation of the target, many or most of which would be personal and not
germane to the investigation, but also every conversation of anyone else who
lived in the house, as well as anyone else who phoned in. 3 Wiretaps,
Brandeis argued, could not be precise, as the Fourth Amendment required,
but were instead like vacuum cleaners, sweeping up everything. 54 In this
respect, he concluded, wiretaps constituted the kind of general search
prohibited by the Fourth Amendment. 55 Referring to colonial history, he
said that the old British "general warrants are but puny instruments of
tyranny and oppression when compared with wiretapping."
56
But Brandeis did not prevail. By the margin of one vote, the Supreme
Court failed to meet the challenge of adapting the Fourth Amendment's
protection to emerging new technology.57 If the Court had focused on the
right the Fourth Amendment was designed to protect, and not upon the
instrumentality of that right-the limitation upon physical trespass-
electronic communication might have enjoyed the same privacy protections
as paper mail. But by protecting the four walls of the home, when the
private conversation no longer took place there, the Court allowed such
conversation to be prey to government intrusions. This early decision was
enduringly consequential because, just as the early laws governing the
printing press restricted free speech for centuries, the Olmstead decision
restricted privacy for decades and in some essential respects restricts it
still. 8
50. Id.
51. Id. at 438.
52. Olmstead, 277 U.S. at 438.
53. Id. at 476.
54. Id. (Brandeis, J., dissenting).
55. Id. at 479.
56. Id. at 476.
57. Olmstead, 277 U.S. at 476 (Brandeis, J., dissenting).
58. See generally Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347 (1967).
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For forty years the Court's decision in Olmstead totally exempted
wiretapping and other forms of electronic spying from any constitutional
restrictions. Then in 1967, in a similar case involving gambling, the Court
overruled Olmstead by an 8-1 margin, and recognized that the Fourth
Amendment applied to wiretapping and electronic surveillance.
59
Even then, Brandeis was only partially vindicated. The Court, in Katz
v. United States, 6 did rule that warrants were required before wiretaps could
be authorized, and that warrants could be issued only if there was evidence
sufficient to satisfy the Fourth Amendment's requirement of probable
cause.61  However, Brandeis' view, that wiretapping was necessarily a
general search because it inevitably recorded many innocent conversations
and should therefore be entirely prohibited by the Fourth Amendment, was
rejected by Katz.62
To a substantial extent, the failure of the Katz Court to take the second
part of Brandeis' dissent into serious consideration can be said to have been
a result of the reification over time of Olmstead. By the time Katz was
decided, wiretapping and electronic surveillance (as the result of Olmstead)
had been institutionalized in America for forty years. In fact, it was part of
the landscape at both the federal and state level, and had become too habitual
to stop. Just as even the avant-garde of free speech advocates in the
eighteenth century could not see their way clear to challenge the
government's prerogative to enforce substantive limits on dissent and
criticism but were instead content to challenge the doctrine of prior restraint,
leaving postpublication speech vulnerable, so even the avant-garde of
privacy advocates in 1967 could not see their way clear to challenge Katz but
instead celebrated it, content to have the warrant requirement now apply to
wiretapping and electronic surveillance but remaining oblivious to what a
nearly empty victory that turned out to be.
Following the Katz decision in 1967, Congress passed the Omnibus
63Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968. This new law authorized law
enforcement officials to conduct wiretaps and other electronic surveillance
under court ordered wiretaps.6 It required that records be kept to show how
many taps were authorized, how many conversations and people were
59. Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347 (1967).
60. Id.
61. Id.
62. Id.
63. Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968, Pub. L. No. 90-351, 82 Stat.
236 (codified as amended at 18 U.S.C. § 2518 (1994)).
64. 18 U.S.C. § 2518 (1994).
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overheard, how many interceptions led to arrests and convictions, and for
which crimes.
65
From the beginning, these statistics showed how right Brandeis had
been when he dissented in Olmstead and how Katz had overruled Olmstead
only formally, while leaving the underlying intrusion intact. For example,
only a few years after the 1968 law was passed, government reports showed
that wiretaps were indeed a vacuum cleaner, sweeping many innocent people
and conversations into its net. Every incriminating conversation captured
produced huge violations of the privacy rights of the innocent for only
meager returns in criminal convictions.
6 6
* In 1968, when there was no federal eavesdropping, state
officials listened in on 66,716 conversations.
67
* In 1969, when both federal and state officials
eavesdropped, 173,711 conversations were overheard.
68
* In 1970, the amount of eavesdropping doubled to 381,865
conversations.
69
* In 1971, at least 498,325 conversations were overheard, a
jump of 30 per cent [sic] over 1970.70
What were the results of all this expanded surveillance?
* In 1968, out of 66,716 overheard conversations, no
convictions were reported.
71
* In 1969, out of 173,711 conversations, 294 convictions
[were obtained] 72
* In 1970, out of 381,865 conversations, 538 convictions
resulted.73
65. Id. § 2519.
66. Ira Glasser & Herman Schwartz, Your Phone is a Party Line, HARPER's MAG., Oct.
1972, at 108.
67. Id. at 108.
68. Id.
69. Id.
70. Id.
71. Glasser & Schwartz, supra note 66, at 108.
72. Id. at 111.
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* In 1971, out of at least 498,325 conversations, 322
convictions [were obtained].
74
In the first four years after the 1968 bill was passed, 1.1 million
conversations were overheard, 93,080 people were spied upon, 6131 people
were arrested and a total of 1154 were reported convicted-barely more than
one percent. 75 Moreover, it is not clear, because the government reports do
not say, how many of those convictions depended upon wiretapping
evidence.
In 1970 and 1971, there was not a single federal tap involving either a
homicide or kidnapping. On the state level, from 1968 to 1971, only three
taps involved kidnapping and only a few involved homicide.76  The
overwhelming bulk of court ordered wiretaps were for gambling and drugs.
77
"In 1971, gambling alone accounted for [ninety] per cent of federal
tapping," drugs, six percent, and all other offenses combined, four percent.
78
Most of the gambling taps were on bookies and their customers.
79
In subsequent years, these results did not significantly vary. For
example, according to statistics released by the Administrative Office of the
United States Courts and the Department of Justice, of the 2.2 million
conversations captured by the government in 1996, 1.7 million-more than
three-quarters--were deemed not incriminating by prosecutors.8 0 Moreover,
most of those conversations that were incriminating were in cases involving
drugs or gambling, much of it petty.8' In 1996, none of the wiretap orders
were issued for investigations involving arson, explosives, or weapons, and
in thirty years the vast majority of wiretaps and other forms of electronic
surveillance have occurred in vice crimes, like gambling and drug offenses.8 2
Over the past eleven years, eighty three percent have occurred in such cases,
73. Id.
74. Id.
75. Id.
76. Glasser & Schwartz, supra note 66, at 111.
77. Id.
78. Id.
79. Id.
80. American Civil Liberties Union, Big Brother on the Wires: Wiretapping in the
Digital Age <http:llwww.aclu.orglissueslcyber/wiretapbrother.htrrd> [hereinafter Big
Brother] (as of Feb. 5, 1999 this site had changed).
81. Big Brother, supra note 80.
82. Id.
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and hardly ever in crimes involving bombings, arson, firearms, homicide,
83
assault, rape, robbery, or burglary.
If as many homes had been intrusively entered, and three-quarters of the
targets had turned out to be innocent, while most of the others where
incriminating evidence was found were in cases involving gambling and
drugs and not those involving crimes of violence, most modern Americans,
and certainly most of the early Americans, would have felt violated. It was
precisely the purpose of the Fourth Amendment to target searches narrowly
so that when warrants were issued the privacy rights of innocent people
would be minimized. Wiretapping stands that purpose on its head, as
Brandeis predicted at its dawn.
Here again, as in the area of free speech, the lesson is that when new
technologies develop the law must develop along with them to maintain a
proper balance between individual rights and government power. Just as the
invention of the printing press ushered in new laws that upset the balance
and weakened the right of free speech for centuries, so did the invention of
the telephone when the law failed to keep pace at the outset, permanently
altering the balance of power between the government and the individual,
and ushering in an era of declining privacy rights that has not yet ended. It is
therefore critically important to the future of privacy at the dawn of the era
of cyberspace that the rules be drawn now in a way that insulates privacy
from government intrusions, because those early rules, once established, are
likely to determine for many years whether the value of privacy prevails in a
digitalized world of electronic communication.
V. THE COMMUNICATIONS DECENCY ACT AND ITS PROGENY
The Communications Decency Act of 1996, ("Act"), 84 presented the
United States Supreme Court with its first opportunity to decide, in a
fundamental way, how the First Amendment would apply to cyberspace. A
detailed analysis of the Act and of the Supreme Court decision that struck it
down is beyond the scope and purpose of this article.85 What is significant,
and what this article proposes to examine, is the way in which this Act
presented both Congress and the President on the one hand, and the Supreme
83. See generally BRUCE SCHNEIER & DAVID BANISAR, ELwrRONIC PRIVACY PAPERS:
DOCUMENTS ON THE BATrIE FOR PRIVACY IN THE AGE OF SURVE ANCE, Ch.10, at 463 (1997).
See also Big Brother, supra note 80.
84. Communications Decency Act of 1996, Pub. L. No. 104-104, 110 Stat. 133 (codified
as amended at 47 U.S.C. § 223 (Supp. II 1997)).
85. Reno v. ACLU, 521 U.S. 844 (1997).
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Court on the other, with an early opportunity to adapt the traditional
paradigms of First Amendment case law to the startling new technology of
the Internet. Because these early decisions are likely to endure and to set the
terms of the intersection of the law with rapidly emerging new technology,
they are especially interesting and, in all probability, disproportionately
significant.
As the Internet developed, it began to come to the attention of a wide
variety of interest groups and eventually of governments worldwide, many of
whom were alarmed by the decentralized, uncontrolled, and unlimited nature
of the communication taking place.86 In a reprise of the alarm like that
which caused Parliament to impose comprehensive censorship schemes on
the then-new printing press four centuries ago, Congress moved swiftly to
pass the Act, thereby making it a crime to "publish" or communicate by
means of a telecommunications device or through the use of an "interactive
computer service" certain content described in some sections of the law as
"indecent" and in other sections as "patently offensive."
87
The statute also barred communications that were obscene, but this part
of the statute was less legally interesting because it essentially sought to
transfer to the Internet legal standards that already were embedded in
longstanding constitutional case law as it applied to print media, films, etc.88
On the other hand, in extending criminal bans to material that was
"indecent ' 89 or "patently offensive" even if not legally obscene, the statute
sought to criminalize speech and expression that it clearly could not
constitutionally prohibit in books, magazines or films. This squarely raised
86. The Internet grew from its experimental origins in 1969 as a project linking
computers and computer networks owned by the military, defense contractors, and university
laboratories conducting military research to include without limit networks and computers
throughout the world. Id. at 849-50.
87. Id. at 849.
88. Communications Decency Act of 1996, Pub. L. No. 104-104, 110 Stat. 133 (codified
as amended at 47 U.S.C.§ 223 (Supp. H 1997)). Even with respect to obscenity law, however,
the new technology presented challenging new problems for the law to resolve. A key element of
current obscenity laws, as governed by Miller v. California, rests on the notion of "community
standards." 413 U.S. 15 (1973). Thus, what is legally obscene in Tupelo, Mississippi may be
different than what is obscene in San Francisco, California. But how can the idea of local
community standards be maintained in the world of cyberspace, where something can be posted
in San Francisco, or, for that matter, in Finland, and downloaded by someone in Tupelo?
89. The statute banned "indecent" communications without anywhere defining the term.
Communication Decency Act of 1996, Pub. L. No. 104-04, 110 Stat. 133 (codified as amended at
U.S.C. § 223 (Supp. H1 1997)).
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the question of whether the Internet could be governed by different
substantive constitutional standards than those that governed print and film.
Those who believed that the Internet would in the not too distant future
become the principal means of mass communication well understood the
significance of the answer to this question. Advocates of free speech sought
to have the standards currently applying to books and newspapers applied to
the Internet. Those who were frustrated by their inability to restrict sexual
content in print media saw in the Internet a rare occasion to embed more
restrictive constitutional standards in a new and emerging means of
communication. Central to the outcome of this constitutional contest was
the struggle over the appropriate metaphor. What exactly was the Internet?
Was it what one judge called "a never-ending worldwide conversation"
which, as "the most participatory form of mass speech yet developed"
deserved "the highest protection from governmental intrusion"? 90 Was it
like broadcast television because communications were received visually on
a screen? Or was it more like an electronic version of a book or newspaper?
Because the law had long permitted government restrictions of content on
radio and television that it had not permitted in books, magazines, or
newspapers, this factual question, this struggle over the correct analogy, was
critical to the outcome of the litigation that challenged the Act. Thus, at the
trial, expert witnesses were exhaustively presented; the contest over what the
applicable legal standards should be was preceded by, and was based upon, a
contest over the facts. In the end, both the trial court and the Supreme Court
rejected the analogy of broadcast television and applied the traditional First
Amendment standards governing print media to Internet communications,
thus striking down as unconstitutional those provisions of the Act that
expanded the law's restrictive reach. 9
The Court also ruled that the state's interest in protecting minors from
certain sexually explicit content could not, in a situation where minor
audiences could not effectively be segregated from adult audiences, justify
restricting access by adults to constitutionally protected content if less
restrictive alternatives were available.92  The Court stated that the
availability of user based blocking software by parents is one such
alternative. 93 This led to a rapid and explosive growth of such software94 as
90. ACLU v. Reno, 929 F. Supp. 824, 883 (E.D. Pa. 1996).
91. Reno v. ACLU, 521 U.S. 844 (1997).
92. Id. at 855-56.
93. ACLU v. Reno, 929 F. Supp. at 883.
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parents exercised their prerogative to guide their children's Internet access in
much the same way that they might wish to guide their access to books,
magazines, and films. The use of blocking software has also become an
instrument of government. An increasing number of city and county library
boards began to require public libraries to install such blocking software,
over the objection of the American Library Association and library users.
The struggle over such government-mandated blocking software has now
become the biggest free speech controversy in cyberspace since the legal
challenge to the Act. Lawsuits challenging the required use of blocking
software by local libraries are now pending, and a battle looms in Congress,
where a bill has been introduced that would require all public libraries and
schools to use blocking software in order to qualify for a federal funding
program designed to promote and assist universal Internet access.
95
To some extent, the controversy over the constitutionality of
government blocking schemes once again turns on the facts. Blocking
software that was able to narrowly limit its reach to unprotected speech, e.g.,
obscenity, might be at least presumptively constitutional. But such narrowly
targeted software is now quite impossible and is likely to remain so. Some
blocking software relies on key words and phrases, such as "xxx" (meant to
block triple x-rated pornography) "which blocks out Superbowl XXX sites;
"breast," which blocks websites and discussion groups about breast cancer;
and the consecutive letters 's,' 'e' and 'x,' which block sites containing the
words 'sexton' and [even] "Mars exploration," among many others". 96 Any
blocking software that relies on key words and phrases will inevitably be
overbroad. Ironically, at the same time that it blocks benign sites, such
software often lets targeted material through. According to a recent survey,
one software vendor's own test showed that its software blocked fifty-seven
sites containing nothing objectionable while failing to block a number of
pornographic sites.97 The definitional problems inherent in this filtering
approach are thus both under- and over-inclusive.
98
Blocking software also relies on the judgment of individuals hired by
software vendors who browse the Internet for sites to block according to the
manufacturer's criteria, which may include such imprecise categories as
94. Sales were estimated at $14 million in 1997 and are projected to increase to $75
million over the next three years. American Civil Liberties Union, Censorship in a Box
<http://aclu.orglissueslcyber/ box.html/> [hereinafter Censorship in a Box].
95. Internet School Filtering Act, S. 1619, 105th Cong. (1998).
96. Censorship in a Box, supra note 94.
97. Id.
98. Id.
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"hate speech," "criminal activity," "sexually explicit speech," "adult
speech," "violent speech," "religious speech," and even "sports." Using
such criteria, the vendor maintains lists of unacceptable sites, and makes
judgments that update such lists. These methods are inevitably subjective
and vague, often surprising their supporters with unanticipated results. The
American Family Association ("AFA") a strong advocate of blocking
software, was angered to learn that their own site had been blocked by
software that blocked discussion of homosexuality because of the AFA's
opposition to homosexuaity!99
Thus, the censorship offered by such software is often like poison gas:
it seems like a good idea when aimed at a target you oppose, but the wind
has a way of shifting. Ultimately, the First Amendment considerations are
no different from traditional problems of vagueness and overbreadth that are
inherent in any language attempting to define categories of impermissible
speech. The Internet has therefore become the locus for the replay of
traditional struggles between censorship and First Amendment rights.
Between 1995 and 1998, twenty-five states considered or passed one form or
another of Internet censorship laws. This year alone at least seven states
plus Congress are considering bills that require libraries and/or schools to
use blocking software.'0 The struggle over the application of First
Amendment principles to this new medium is unlikely to abate anytime
soon.
10'
VI. BIG BROTHER IN THE WIRES: DIGITAL TELEPHONY, ENCRYPTION, AND
COMPUTER PRIVACY
The values of privacy articulated by Justice Brandeis in Olmstead are
now at stake as never before in our history. 1°2 Electronic communications,
including telephone conversations, fax messages, e-mail, fund transfers,
commercial transactions, trade secrets, and health records are all floating in
the air, waiting to be scooped up by governments, private groups, and
individuals. The black strips on the backs of our credit, ATM, and
identification cards, the electronic wands being distributed by gasoline
companies to make purchases easier, the E-Z passes for paying tolls
99. Id.
100. Id.
101. Currently, this author's research reveals that federal district courts in New York,
Georgia, New Mexico and Virginia have found Internet censorship laws unconstitutional on
First Amendment or other constitutional grounds, and that other cases are pending.
102. See Olmstead v. United States, 277 U.S. 438 (1928).
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effortlessly and electronically, and the imminent arrival of a new generation
of compact digital PCS phones that also function as wireless computers, e-
mailers, pagers, and data transmitters compound the problem.10 3 Americans
are on the edge of a degree of vulnerability to both governmental and private
sector spying and surveillance that was unimaginable only a decade
ago. One can scarcely contemplate how the new potential for total surveil-
lance of the most personal details of our private lives would have stunned
those who valued privacy, like Justice Brandeis in 1928, or like the majority
of citizens who supported the Fourth Amendment in the late 18th century,
fueled by their rage against the intrusions of British soldiers.10
4
Strong encryption of all such data is the modem electronic equivalent of
the door that blocked the King of England from entering the tenements of
British subjects.105 It is also the equivalent of the opaque envelope that
provides a constitutionally mandated shield to paper communications.
Without an individual, constitutionally-based right to strong encryption,
there will be no way to prevent private communications from being swept
up. The King of England, and all other governments and private sector
entities, will be empowered to enter any data door at will, to join any
conversation, to monitor and record any communication. Without an
enforceable right to strong encryption, the general search our ancestors so
justifiably hated will be resurrected to a degree unimagined by those who
value personal privacy.
Most countries in the world today do not have legal controls on the use
of encryption, which may be used, manufactured, and sold without
restriction. 0 'There are a small number of countries where strong domestic
[legal] controls on the use of cryptography are in place."'1 7 These include
countries that are not noted for their traditional respect for individual rights:
103. Big Brother, supra note 80.
104. 'Thus our houses and even our bed chambers, are exposed to be ransacked, our boxes
chests [and] trunks broke open ravaged and plundered by wretches, whom no prudent man would
venture to employ even as menial servants." BERNARD ScHwARTZ, 1 RooTS OF THE BIL OF
RIGHTS 206 (Leon Friedman ed., 1980) (citing THE RIGHTrs OFTE COLONIES (1772)).
105. " he poorest man may, in his cottage, bid defiance to all the forces of the Crown. It
may be frail; its roof may shake; the wind may blow through it; the storm may ehter, the rain may
enter, but the King of England may not enter." William Pitt, Opposing a Bill to Authorize
General Searches, Speech Before Parliament (1763) in LEONARD W. LEVY, ORIGINAL INTENT
AND THE FRAmEs' CONsrrroN 222 (1998).
106. Wayne Madsen, Cryptography and Liberty: An International Survey of Encryption
Policy <http://www.gilc.org>.
107. Id.
1999] 649
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Belarus, China, Israel, Pakistan, Russia and Singapore.108  A few other
countries are currently considering the adoption of new controls, limiting the
right to encryption and therefore threatening the right to privacy; among
these is the United States.
The debate in the United States regarding whether encryption will be
limited, though of immense consequence to citizens, has yet to engage the
general public.1°9 On one side of this debate are law enforcement and
national security agencies, i.e., the Department of Justice, the Federal
Bureau of Investigations ("FBI"), the National Security Council, the Drug
Enforcement Administration, and many state and local law enforcement
agencies-those who typically and traditionally seek wider powers to
penetrate zones of personal privacy. On the other side are privacy and civil
liberties advocates, those who typically and traditionally seek to limit the
powers of government by legally enforceable rights, joined in this instance
by leading cryptographers and computer scientists, and also by much of the
communications industry, whose products depend upon their ability to
guarantee security of information to users.
Conceptually, modern techniques of encryption are not difficult to
understand. Computers generally transmit data in digital form, that is, data
translated into strings of ones and zeroes.110 Encryption programs scramble
those numbers using a mathematical formula that can be reconverted only
with the proper "key."111 "Thus, only an authorized person with the secret
key can convert a scrambled message back to its original state or readable
form."' 12 If one sends an encrypted e-mail message to a friend or colleague
and the sender and the recipients are the only ones with the key code, that
message is effectively inaccessible to any third party who may intercept
it. Encryption thus provides, in effect, an electronic opaque envelope.
But just as paper envelopes may be steamed open, so encrypted
messages may be decoded. The strength of encryption generally depends on
the length of the mathematical formula or key that is required to decrypt the
data. '13 This key is measured by its "bit length."'1 4 Generally, the longer the
108. Id.
109. KENNETH W. DAM, CRYPTOrRAPHY'S ROLE IN SECURING THE INFORMATION SOCIETY
xvi-xvii (1996). Professor Darn chaired the National Research Council's Committee to Study
National Cryptography Policy, and has warned that a "policy crisis" is upon the nation. Id. at xv.
110. AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION, Wiretapping in the Digital Age (as of Feb. 5,
1999, this site had changed).
111. Id.
112. Id.
113. Id.
114. Big Brother, supra note 80.
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bit length, the more difficult it is to crack the code."15 Thus, a 56-bit length
key, which is fairly weak, could quickly be decoded by a hacker or thief,
whereas a 128-bit length key is exponentially more difficult and could be
impossible to decode within a lifetime.1 6 Although the powerful series of
computers available to governments and some private-sector corporations
could shorten the time needed to unlock longer keys, the use of still longer
keys is an effective barrier to most unauthorized interceptions. Thus, the
right to manufacture, sell, and use such strong encryption becomes the key to
protecting the right to privacy of data and communications. Thus, it is no
surprise that the government has sought to pass laws banning strong
encryption or, in the alternative, demanding access to the keys that unlock it.
The arena in which this struggle is taking place is Congress.
In 1993, the Clinton administration announced its so-called "Clipper
Chip"' 7 proposal, which would have, in effect, "required every encryption
user (that is, every individual or business using a digital telephone system,
fax machine, [e-mail,] the Internet, etc.)" to provide their decryption keys to
the government, "giving it access to both stored data and real time
communications."" 8 That would have been the equivalent of a law requiring
all home and office builders to embed microphones or cameras in the walls
of homes and offices.1 19 As soon as this proposal became known, opposition
was fierce; a Time/CNN poll conducted soon after the proposal was made
found that eighty percent of the public was opposed, and the Clinton
administration withdrew the proposal.12
Shortly thereafter, the Clinton administration proposed "Clipper lI,
' 121
which required anyone using encryption to leave the key with a government
approved "escrow agent," a third party that would give the government the
key upon the issuance of a warrant by a court, but without the knowledge of
the user.1 " That, too, provoked substantial public opposition and was
115. Id.
116. Id.
117. DAM, supra note 109.
118. Id.
119. Big Brother, supra note 80.
120. Id.
121. Id.
122. Id.
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withdrawn. Later, a subsequent version, dubbed "Clipper ],"'123 was
proposed but did not differ significantly.1 24
In addition to these proposals, none of which has thus far been enacted,
the FBI has pushed for sweeping expansions of its wiretapping powers in
numerous bills. Some have passed, including the so-called anti-terrorism
legislation passed in 1996.125 Perhaps the best example of the current policy
conflict is the Communications Assistance for Law Enforcement Act
("CALEA") passed in 1994.126 This law requires telecommunications
carriers and manufacturers to build special wiretap capabilities into its new
digital telephones. Among the FBI's demands was one that would require
every cell phone to be able to transmit information about the location of
users to police, in effect turning the phone into a homing device. In response
to objections by opponents, CALEA, which was scheduled to be
implemented by October of 1998, has now been delayed by the Federal
Communications Commission.
In contrast, in 1996, a bill was introduced to protect the right to strong
encryption.1 27 The FBI has strongly opposed this bill. FBI Director Louis
Freeh has justified his position by claiming that the FBI only seeks to
maintain the balance between privacy and government power that the Fourth
Amendment set 200 years ago.'2 According to Freeh, the bills to protect the
right to strong encryption:
will dramatically shift that balance for the first time in 200 years.
What it means is that with probable cause, the judge signs the order
for me to access the conversations, but I cannot understand
it ... because no one has ... required that there be some key safely
placed somewhere, only attainable with a court order. That
123. Id.
124. See generally The Rights of Key Recovery, Key Escrow and Trusted Third-Party
Encryption, a report by eleven prominent cryptographers and computer scientists (1997) (source
on file with author).
125. Anti-terrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act of 1996, Pub. L. No. 104-132, 110
Stat. 1214 (codified as amended in scattered sections of 28 U.S.C., 18 U.S.C., and 42 U.S.C.).
126. Communications Assistance for Law Enforcement Act, Pub. L. No. 103-414, 108
Stat. 4279 (1994) (codified as assembled in sections of 18 U.S.C. & 47 U.S.C.).
127. The Security and Freedom Through Encryption Act, H.R. 3011, 105th Cong. (1997).
See also The Encrypted Communications Privacy Act, S. 376, 105th Cong. (1997).
128. FBI Director Louis Freeh's testimony on June 26, 1997 at a closed briefing session
of the House International Relations Committee on the subject of encryption. See generally,
<http://www.netltynews.com> (as of Feb. 5, 1999, this site had changed). The transcript of
this session was obtained by Netlynews, an online news service, pursuant to the Freedom of
Information Act. Id.
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dramatically changes the balance of the Fourth Amendment to the
detriment of public safety.
12 9
Freeh poses the public policy question precisely, but he is wrong on
several counts. First, the claim that the right to strong encryption would
alter the balance struck by the Fourth Amendment 200 years ago ignores the
fact that the balance was fatally altered in 1928 when the Olmstead decision
permitted government wiretaps upon the fictional claim that the Fourth
Amendment did not protect the privacy of citizens but rather only barred the
government from physical trespass of their homes and offices. 130 It was
Justice Brandeis who, at that time, argued for maintaining the balance struck
131by the Fourth Amendment in 1791. If Freeh truly advocated the original
balance he would, like Brandeis, have to oppose wiretapping, which, of
course, he does not. The balance Freeh wishes to maintain is not the original
balance of 1791 but the dramatically altered balance of 1928, an alteration
that expanded the government's surveillance power at the expense of the
individual privacy of millions of innocent citizens not even suspected of any
crime.
132
Second, because the expansion of electronic communication now and
into the future dwarfs the communication that used to take place along
telephone wires, and already includes or will soon include the wireless
digital transmission of virtually all data and communications, commercial,
political and personal, the vacuum cleaner sweep of government wiretapping
powers will, if not curtailed, be infinitely greater than anything seen before
with respect to traditional wiretapping. In the pre-digital era,
communications over telephone wires was limited and data transmissions
minimal. Moreover, the labor-intensive cost of wiretaps, conducted by
human agents listening to and transcribing conversations, tended to limit its
use. Even so, between 1985 and 1995, more than twelve million
conversations were tapped and all but a relative few were completely
innocent. In 1995 alone, two million innocent conversations were
intercepted.134 Digital surveillance, on the other hand, will mean massive
129. Id. (this testimony was delivered on June 26, 1997 at a closed briefing session of the
House International Relations Committee on the subject of encryption. A declassified and
redacted transcript of this session was obtained by Netlynews, an online service, pursuant to the
Freedom of Information Act).
130. Olmstead v. United States, 277 U.S. 438 (1928).
131. Id. at 471-85 (Brandeis, J., dissenting).
132. See supra Part 111.
133. See generally Glasser & Schwartz, supra note 66.
134. Id.
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scanning of many more conversations and data transmissions, by computers
coded to look for digital representations of key words like "drugs," "bombs,"
"civil rights," etc. Like software filters, these scans will necessarily capture
more than they intend, rendering puny by comparison the overbroad sweep
of traditional wiretapping.
The dragnet quality of electronic eavesdropping, which Brandeis first
noted in Olmstead, will turn out to be a prophecy of exponential proportions.
Allowing the government to rummage through all the data transmissions sent
or received by any warranted target will necessarily capture immense
amounts of unrelated data and a substantial number of innocent people. This
has, according to the government's own statistics, been precisely the result
of wiretapping since 1968,135 and it will necessarily be substantially more so
in the world of ubiquitous electronic communications we are rapidly
entering.
Third, the claim frequently made by Freeh and his superiors that a right
to strong encryption will "devastate our ability to fight crime and prevent
terrorism ''136 is demonstrably disproved by the government's own statistical
evidence. 137 The plain facts are that even traditional wiretapping has been
used overwhelmingly in cases involving drugs and gambling,138 only
negligibly in cases involving bombing, arson, or firearms 139 and hardly at all
in cases of homicide, rape, assault, robbery, or burglary. The record of
wiretapping over the past three decades is a record that justifies Justice
Brandeis' concern. It is fair to say that electronic surveillance is of some
value to law enforcement. However, it is hyperbole to claim that it is an
"indispensable" tool to prevent serious crimes of violence, crimes for which,
in fact, it is rarely used. Government surveillance through wiretapping has,
as Brandeis predicted, always picked up far more innocent conversations
than incriminating ones. In this light, the prospect of permitting the
government to widen its surveillance as the amount of electronic
communication and data transmission widens promises nothing but an
immolation of the right to personal privacy. Without an individual right to
strong encryption, the right to personal privacy for which our ancestors
fought a revolution will be in great peril.
135. See supra Section IL
136. Letter from Janet Reno, Attorney General, to Congress, (July 18, 1997) (on file with
author) [hereinafter Letter from Janet Reno].
137. See supra Section III.
138. Letter from Janet Reno, supra note 136 (83% over the past 11 years).
139. Letter from Janet Reno, supra note 136 (2% over the past 11 years).
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VII. ADAPTING OLD VALUES TO NEW MEANS OF COMMUNICATION
The values of free speech and privacy have been fundamental to what
has distinguished America from the rest of the world. Our nation began not
only by inventing a new form of government but also by declaring a new
purpose for government. That new purpose was the protection of individual
rights. No government had ever before been created with that as one of its
primary purposes.
The early Americans fundamentally redefined the proper legal
relationships between the individual and the government. They did not
endorse anarchy nor abandon the need for government to protect the safety
of the community. But they meant to draw the lines of government power in
such a way as to legally and constitutionally prevent the government from
interfering with individual rights. "Over himself, over his own body and
mind, the individual is sovereign," John Stuart Mill would write more than a
half-century later.14° Once, the concept of "sovereignty" was meant only to
include the unlimited powers of the king; later, it described the powers of
nations and governments. In America, it came to describe the rights of
individuals. "To secure these rights," wrote Thomas Jefferson in the
Declaration of Independence, "governments are instituted among men."
141
Primary among those rights were the rights to free speech and to
personal privacy, what Brandeis called "the right to be let alone."142 It is our
task to protect those traditional rights under the conditions and
circumstances of a new world never imagined by our founders.
140. JOHN STUART MILL, ON LIBERTY AND OTHER ESSAYS 14 (John Gray ed., 1991).
141. THm DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE para. 2 (U.S. 1776).
142. Olmstead v. United States, 277 U.S. 438,478 (1928) (Brandeis, J., dissenting).
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